The attractions listed are all open to the public. Many are staffed by volunteers and community groups and their opening hours vary. A small number require a group booking and some are open by appointment. Please check the symbols for opening hours. Some attractions charge an entrance fee, tour fee or ask for a gold coin donation. This supports the ongoing maintenance and staffing of the attractions. Your support is appreciated.

Download town walking trails at: barossa.com or barossa.sa.gov.au
Barossa Valley to German settlers fleeing religious persecution. The following sources were referenced in the production of this map:
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Mocsula District Historical Society  08 8563 9003
Langmeil History Centre  08 8563 2657

Please contact the Barossa History Room at the Barossa Library on volunteers are a wealth of knowledge. They may be able to assist Regional Heritage Network. Contact details are below. Our valued

Kapunda Library  08 8525 3290
Kapunda Museum and Kapunda Historical Society  08 8566 2286
Keytown Progress Association  0407 477 691
Langmell History Centre  08 8563 2577
Lahrs Cottage Preservation Society  08 8563 8460
Lyndoch District Historical Society  08 8524 5002
Mocsula District Historical Society  08 8563 9003
Mount Pleasant District Historical Society  08 8525 3290
Nuriootpa Futures Association  0417 862 165

LOCAL TOUR OPERATORS

The Barossa region has a number of tour operators who can assist with a special visit to any of our attractions or take you on a special historical to Lyndoch.

Barossa Library History Room at the Barossa Library on 08 8563 8440 / email library@barossa.sa.gov.au / website barossa.sa.gov.au / facebook Barossa History Room / twitter @BarossaHistoryRoom

KAUPPAKA LIBRARY/VIKTHIAN ROOM
43-51 Tandama Road, Nuriootpa
(08) 8563 8440
KAPPUKA VONTR KONTR CENTRE
66-68 Murray Street, Tandhal
(08) 8563 6060 / 1300 852 982
visitbarossa.sa.gov.au

BAROSSA VISITOR CENTRE
66-68 Murray Street, Tandhal
(08) 8563 6060 / 1300 852 982
visitbarossa.sa.gov.au

KAUPPAKA VONTR KONTR CENTRE
66-68 Murray Street, Tandhal
(08) 8563 6060 / 1300 852 982
visitbarossa.sa.gov.au

COWRAA PHOON ANCH INCIPE DISPLAY
5-53 Main St, Kapunda
(08) 8563 2902 / 1300 770 301

COWRAA PHOON ANCH INCIPE DISPLAY
5-53 Main St, Kapunda
(08) 8563 2902 / 1300 770 301

GAWLER VISITOR INFORMATION CENTRE
2 Lyndoch Road, Gawler
(08) 8522 9270 / 1300 545 224

GAWLER VISITOR INFORMATION CENTRE
2 Lyndoch Road, Gawler
(08) 8522 9270 / 1300 545 224

barossa.com
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Images used are courtesy of State Library of South Australia, Heysen Group Archives, Langmell Winery and Dragon Radio Photography.
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